Direct sum decompositions of the class of pure subgroups of finite rank completely decomposable torsion free abelian groups with typesets of cardinality at most 4 are considered. In certain cases, the indecomposable groups are classified, resulting in new proofs of several theorems by T. B. Cruddis.
class of ^-groups with typeset çA; let 2a be the sum of types in A; and let ^A be the sum of types in typeset(y4). Define tx to be the type represented by (oo) and, for/? a prime, let tv be the type represented by (na) where np=0 and «5=oo if/>#</. Theorem 1. Suppose that A is an 3%A-group and that typeset(A) is a proper subset of A.
(a) If A is indecomposable, then rank A^2.
(b) V 2Li = Too> then A is completely decomposable. (c) If2.A=Tv>for some prime p, then A has a unique decomposition (up to isomorphism) into indecomposable summands. Theorem 2. Suppose that A is an 38.K-group with typeset(A)=A and that 2a=too-(a) If A is indecomposable, then rank A^3.
(b) There is a completely decomposable 3iA-group H such that A®H=GX®-■ -®Gk and rank(G,)¿2 for l=i^k. Corollary 1.2 includes an explicit characterization of all indecomposablê A-groups, where 2a=t=o-Let n={p,q, r) be a set of distinct primes, let ^3 be the class of 3/1-groups divisible by all primes not in 7r, and let A = {t0, t^ t2, t3} where T0=TpnTQnTr . Tl = TJ1nT0. T2 = TínTr anCÍ T3 = Tir>Tr.
Corollary 3 (Cruddis) . Let A be a ^¡-group. 0. Preliminaries and notation. The basic reference for the elementary notions of torsion free abelian groups is Fuchs [4] .
A height sequence is a sequence (np) of extended integers indexed by the set of primes of Z, such that 0^«"^oo for each prime p. Two height sequences (np) and (mp) are equivalent if n.p=mp for all but a finite number of primes p with np<co and mp<co. A type is an equivalence class of height sequences. The natural ordering of height sequences induces an ordering on the set of all types (we write Txr\rt for minfo, t2}) and addition of height sequences (with the convention that oo+/;=oo)
induces addition of types.
Assume that A is a torsion free abelian group, that O^a e A and that p is a prime. Then hPia) is the largest integer n with a e p"A\pn+1A and oo if no such n exists. Define hAia) to be the height sequence ihPia)); the type TA(a) of a in A is the equivalent class of hPia). Note that
and if A=AX®-• -®An with at e At, then TAiax + ■■■ + an)= TAiax) n---n TA(an).
Define typesetiA) to be {TA(a)\0^a e A}; A is homogeneous if typeset(/4) is a singleton. If rank/i = l, then A is homogeneous. Call A completely decomposable if A is the direct sum of rank 1 groups. 
is a generator of C¡ and w¿x¿= au+a2i f°r some aH e Air¡) (Zx is the subgroup of A generated by x).
(a) Assume A is indecomposable with rank > 1 and let Gt be the pure subgroup of A generated by {a,,-, a2i} for l^i^k.
Note that aXi and a2i are both nonzero since A(t¡) is a pure subgroup of A and Q^O. Thus rank(G;)=2. Consequently, Ji(rixi+A(ry)+A(T2))=0 e Cy®-■-®Ck and mx divides all rt, a contradiction unless ly = l2=-• -= 4=0. Similarly, «¿=0 for 1 ^i^k and S is a Z-independent subset of A.
One can easily verify that G=Gy®-• -®Gk^A and that A(t¡)= (Gr^A(r}))®A'j for some A], wherey'=l, 2 (^(t,) is a homogeneous completely decomposable group of type r}). But AÍTy)®AÍT2)^G®A'y®A'2^A and xj, • • • , xk e G so A = Gy®-• •®Gk®A'1®A'2. Since /I is indecomposable, A = Gk, k=l, and Aj(A(Ty)®A(T2)) is cyclic.
(b) Assume that A is indecomposable and that t1 + t2=tco. If «ya ê (tj)©^^) for some prime q and some aeA, then a e ^(t,)©^^) since either qA(Ty)=A(ry) or qA(r2)=A(r2). Consequently, A=A(ry)® A(t2), a completely decomposable group.
(c) First assume that A is indecomposable of rank 2, and that Ty+r3=r1, for some prime p. Then /v^=/1/(,4(t,)©/1(t2)) is a cyclic group of order p" for some l^a<oo (see Theorem 1(a) and 1(b)). Let B be another rank 2 indecomposable ^?A-group such that typeset(£)=typesetL4) where Nfí is cyclic of order pP.
If <x=/S then there is a monomorphism f:A-+B such that f;A(rx)@ A(t2)->-B(tx)®B(t2) is an isomorphism. Let A = A(t1)+A(tí)+Zx, where
is a generator of NA, and let i be the least positive integer with pfix) £ BÍTx)®BÍT2)=fiAÍTX)®AÍT2)). Since/is monic, i=x and/ is an isomorphism. Thus A~B iff a = ß. Let A=AX(B-■ -®Am = Bx®-■ -©R" be two decompositions of A into indecomposable summands. Observe that NA is the direct sum of a finite number of copies of cyclic p-groups and a finite number of rank 1 groups of type t0. It now follows that m=n and Aic^iBa(i) for some permutation a of {1, 2, ---, «} (use the preceding remarks and the fact that NA~NA ©
Proof of Theorem 2(a). Assume that A is indecomposable of rank _2, denote A(rj) by A¡, j=l,2,3, and write A/(A1+A!t+A3) = Cx®-• -®Ck, where C( is a cyclic group of order mt and m¡ divides mi+x. Then A=AX + A2+A3+Zx1 + -• -+Zxk, where xi+Ax+A2 + A3 is a generator of C(, mixi=xXi-\-x2i->rx3i, and xH eA,.
Define Sj = {xji9i0\l-i-k} and let 7/, be the pure subgroup of A generated by S¡, where 1 ^/_3.
We prove that X={xx, ■ ■ ■ , xk) may be chosen such that H¡C^Akl=0, where {j, k, /}={1, 2, 3} and Akl is the pure subgroup of A generated by Ak+A¡. Assume that, for example, lxxxx+ • • •+lkxlk e A23 for /¡eZ and that there is a least integer t with ltxxt^0.
Then ^mffX^ A*3 and 2r¿x¿e^*3 where, ri = (mil,)ld and d is the greatest common divisor of {mjx, ■ • • , mklk}. But 2a=to> so there is an integer n with nC^r^Ae A2+A3 and nAx = Ax. Since xi-\-Ax+A2-\-A3 generates Ct, mt divides nrt for l^i-fc. But rt^0, consequently mt divides n, and mtAx=Ax. Define xi=w71(x2<-r-x3() a generator of Ct. Replacing xt by x't and repeating the argument for all nonzero fxXi proves that X may be chosen such that Hxr^A23=0. Since replacing xt by x't does not affect S2 and S3, similar arguments for S2 and S3 give the desired result. Note that, in fact, St is a Z-independent subset of A for /=1,2,3.
Let Gi be the pure subgroup of A generated by {xXi, x2i, x3i}. One easily proves that G=GX®-■®Gk^A. Now A3=A'3®iGr\A3) and A3^G®A'3 = A. Furthermore, A2 = iGr\A2)®iA'3r\A2)®A'2 and A2+A3Ĝ ®A'3®A2. Finally, A1 = (Gr\A1)@iA3r\Ai)@(A'iriA1)®A'1 and Ax+A2+ A3=G®A'3®A'2®A'X. ButXj, • • • , x* e G, so ^=Gi©-• -©G*©^®^©^.
Since A is indecomposable, y4 = Gj., k=l, and rank A-^3. Proof.
Let n be the smallest integer with nAcA(ry)+A(r2)-\-A(T3). The hypotheses guarantee the existence of relatively prime integers nx, n2, n3 such that n=nxn2n3 and njA(rj) = A(Tj).
Let x=n~1(a1+a2+a3) bean arbitrary element of A for some a¡ e A(t,).
Choose integers ri and s¡ with r1«1+í1«2=/'2«1+í2«3 = r3«2+í3«3=l. Note that A\A% is quasi-isomorphic, hence isomorphic, to Ak where {/,/, £} = {1,2, 3} (recall that Ak is homogeneous completely decomposable of type t*). Clearly/" and/! are well defined,/" is monic and image/"£ kernel/,.
The image of /" is pure, for let p be a prime and let pw=f0(a) where w=(x+Ax,y+A2, z+A3). Then px-a=ax e Ax, py+a=a2e A2, and pz-a=a3eA3. Now p(x+2y+z)=ax+2a2+a3e AX®A2®A3. If x+2y+ z e AX®A2@A3, then p_1a,-e A(t,), p~xa e A and w=f0(p~1a). If x + 2y + z £ /fx © A2 © /13, then p"1^, e /í(t¿), for some y (recall hypotheses). Once again, p~la e A and w=f0(p~1a).
The preceding remarks show that if kernel /i/image/0 is torsion, then kernel fx = image /0. Let w^a-f-v^, A+/í2, c+/i3) e kernelfx. For some nonzero integer m, m(a+b)=ax+a2 e AX®A2, m(c-a)=bx+b3e AX®A3 and w(-¿»-c)=c2+c3 e A2(BA3. ButO=m(a+b)+m(c-a)+m( -b -c)= (ax+bx) + (a2 + c2)+(b3+c3)<EAx®A2®A3, so ax=-bx, a2=-c2 and b3=-c3. Consequently, ma-ax=-mb+a2=mc-b3 and f0(ma-ax)= (ma+Ax, mb + A2, mc + A3)=mw. Thus kernel/i/image/0 is torsion, as desired.
To prove that/j is epic, let a+AX2 e A/Ax2 and write a=aX2 + aX3 + at3
where a* e /I *. Then and rank//¿^2. Now AI(A(Ty)+A(r2)) is a direct sum of a finite number of cyclic />-groups, a finite number of rank 1 groups of types tv, tq, tt, t0 and t3 and a finite number of copies of Z(pcc). Moreover, A/(A(Ty)+A(T2)+A (t3)) is the direct sum of a finite number of cyclic/»-groups, a finite number of cycliĉ -groups, a finite number of cyclic r-groups, and a finite number of rank 1 groups of type t", tq, rr and t0. Thus k=l and Gt~//j(i) for some permutation or of (1, Proof.
Choose distinct primes p and q with pX^Xi and qX^Xt for ¡= 1,2. Denne^1=A>+JSr2x+A'0((w+*)//7), A2=Xyy+X2z+X0((y+z)jq) and let A=Ay®A2. Let Q and C2 be the pure subgroups of A generated by qw+py and qx+pz, respectively. Define A3 to be the pure subgroup of A generated by Cy®C2 and note that A3(Ty) = Cy®By and A3(t2) = C2®B2, for some B^A(t~). Clearly A3n(By®B2)=0 so that A(Ty)®A(r2)Â 3®By®B2ÇA. But a = p-i(w + x) + q~l(y + z) = ((qw + py) + (qx + pz))p^q-x e A3 and the order of a+A(ry)+A(r2) is pq in Al(A(ry)®A(r2)) so that A = Ay® A2 = A3® Oy® B2.
Example 2.3. If 2a^t°°' then there is an indecomposable rank 3 .if-group A such that typeset(,4) = A and A®H is not a direct sum of groups of rank _2 for all finite rank completely decomposable 3#A-groups H.
Proof. Choose a prime p with pX^Xf for i'=l,2, 3 and let A = Xxw+X2x + X3y+X0Hw+x+y)lp).
Note that A is indecomposable and iw+x+y)lp £ A[*2 + A*3+A*3. If A®H=GX®-• -®Gk, where H is a finite rank completely decomposable áfA-group and rank G,_^2, then one can easily prove that A = A*2 + A*3+A23, a contradiction.
Example 2.4. If 2a5"ít<»> tnen there is an indecomposable rank 3 38-group A such that typeset(/l) = A and A is not quasi-isomorphic to a completely decomposable group (see Corollary 1.2).
Proof. Let /4' = À'1n>-|-À'2x-r-A'3(H'-fx), a strongly indecomposable á#A-group of rank 2. Let A=A'+X3y-\-X0Hw-\-x-\-y)lp) where p is a prime with pX^Xj for /=1, 2, 3. Then A is indecomposable of rank 3, A is quasi-isomorphic to A'®X3, and A' is not quasi-isomorphic to a completely decomposable group.
